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ABSTRACT

1

There is a consensus that exascale systems should operate within a
power envelope of 20MW. Consequently, energy conservation is
still considered as the most crucial constraint if such systems are
to be realized.
So far, most research on this topic focused on strategies such as
power capping and dynamic power management. Although these
approaches can reduce power consumption, we believe that they
might not be sufficient to reach the exascale energy-efficiency goals.
Hence, we aim to adopt techniques from embedded systems, where
energy-efficiency has always been the fundamental objective.
A successful energy-saving technique used in embedded systems is to integrate fine-grained autotuning with dynamic voltage
and frequency scaling. In this paper, we apply a similar technique
to a real-world HPC application. Our experimental results on a
HPC cluster indicate that such an approach saves up to 20% of
energy compared to the baseline configuration, with negligible
performance loss.

In order to improve energy-efficiency, hardware vendors increasingly employ techniques from embedded systems. Features such as
decoupled frequency domains, dynamic voltage and frequency scaling (DVFS), ultra-low power states, and the idea of fused CPUs and
FPGAs, indicate a trend that HPC and embedded systems are converging. For example, the latest generations of Intel Xeon CPUs not
only improve performance by adopting additional cores or wider
registers, but also incorporate a series of user-controllable switches
[16, 19, 28]. Access to such switches enables users to influence the
energy characteristics of the CPU. In the Haswell-EP and subsequent architectures, programmers can manipulate both individual
core frequencies and the uncore frequency, i.e. the frequency of
the ring connecting the cores to the memory controller [16]. These
user-controllable hardware switches are an effective source for conserving energy in embedded systems, and their increasing influx
into HPC begs the question of how they can be used to improve
energy-efficiency.
To answer this question, we look to embedded systems where
fine-grained autotuning at code-level, tightly integrated with usercontrollable switches has been extensively studied. One example are
System-Scenarios [10], where highly tuned system configurations
are created in order to map the underlying hardware architecture
to the application behavior. Other examples include self-aware
compute systems [18] and systems based on the observe-decide-act
principle [29] where a system-monitor picks the best hardware and
software configuration for a given behavior.
Regardless of the approach, a common denominator is the task
of balancing multiple constraints such as performance and energy.
While some of these approaches proved to be successful in embedded systems or other domains, very few were applied to typical
HPC applications. Hence, there is no guarantee that such an approach works in a performance-first environment, as the fundamental objectives are different. Embedded systems typically work
under deadline constraints required by real-time processing, while
in HPC the time-to-solution has to be minimized.
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INTRODUCTION
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In this paper, we combine fine-grained autotuning with usercontrollable hardware switches and threads, and apply this technique to a real-world HPC application on a single compute node.
The application solves the elastic wave equation repeatedly in order to create a seismic image of the subsurface of the earth. It is
predominantly memory-bound, which makes it a good candidate
for energy savings on CPUs with decoupled frequency domains,
where the core frequency can be scaled down to conserve energy.
To evaluate our approach, we tune our application for the following three objectives: energy, energy delay product (EDP) and
energy delay product squared (ED2P). Our overall results show
energy savings of up to 20%, with an increase of only 3% in runtime
compared to the reference implementation.
Thus, our primary contributions in this paper are:
• We implement and test an energy-conserving methodology inspired by embedded systems, which combines the
strengths of fine-grained autotuning with user-controllable
hardware switches in a real-world HPC application on a
single compute node.
• We present experimental results and compare a reference
implementation with statically and dynamically tuned versions.
• We evaluate the viability of our approach with respect to
energy-performance trade-offs.
• We present energy results of a test application with and
without AVX2 vectorization enabled.
The work described in this paper is conducted in the context of
the READEX project, which aims at exploiting dynamic application
behavior at runtime for energy-efficient exascale computing.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2
provides background on autotuners and user-controllable switches,
while related work is surveyed in Section 3. We present our target
application in Section 4, followed by an explanation of our dynamic
tuning approach in Section 5. The details of our experimental setup
are presented in Section 6, while results are discussed in Section 7.
The paper concludes with Section 8.

2

BACKGROUND

This section gives a brief overview of state-of-the-art autotuners,
user-controllable hardware switches found on some modern x86
CPUs, and the different energy-efficiency metrics.

2.1

State-of-the-art Autotuning

The primary goal of autotuners is to optimize applications by finding the best combination of tuning parameters for a given system.
Typical examples of tuning parameters are compiler flags, environmental settings, and application specific parameters. In the context
of autotuning, the life cycle of an application is generally split in
design-time and runtime. The actual tuning process either takes
place at design-time, i.e. before the application is executed, or at runtime, i.e. during its execution. This is referred to offline and online
tuning, respectively. Some autotuners support both approaches.
Furthermore, autotuners can also offer support for static or dynamic tuning. In the former, the best combination of tuning parameters is determined for an entire application, while the latter
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# cores
Cores 1-2
Cores 3
Cores 4
Cores 5+
Base frequency
Frequency stepping [MHz]

Core frequency (GHz)
Non-AVX2
AVX2
3.3
3.1
3.1
2.9
3.0
2.8
2.9
2.8
2.5
2.1
100
100

Table 1: Frequency distribution of individual cores for the
Intel Xeon E5 2680v3 CPU. Core frequencies listed under
the non-AVX2 column indicate frequencies for workloads
not optimized for AVX2, while frequencies listed under
the AVX2 column indicate frequencies for AVX2 optimized
workloads. Numbers from [20].

permits tuning parameter changes at runtime. Typically, this requires to decompose an application into smaller regions, which
enables fine-grained tuning.
A key assumption of autotuners is that the time and energy
spent on tuning is amortized by the production runs. Thus, longrunning scientific applications, such as weather simulations or
seismic modeling, are ideal target applications for autotuners. A
survey of autotuners is presented in Section 3.

2.2

User-controllable Hardware Switches

Dynamic Voltage and Frequency Scaling (DVFS) is a commonly used
approach to conserve energy. In DVFS, energy savings are realized
by lowering the clock frequency, which automatically results in a
lowering of the supply voltage.
Recent CPUs based on the Intel’s Haswell, Broadwell, and Skylake architecture provide user-access to uncore frequency scaling
(UFS) in addition to conventional core frequency scaling. Moreover,
these CPUs permit to change the frequency for individual cores, providing a fine level of granularity. For Haswell CPUs, the transition
latency for each core is 20μs. However, the actual switching time
can be up to 500μs in practice, due to the presence of a switching
window. Our measurements show that the core transition latency is
uniformly distributed between 100-600μs, confirming the findings
from [16]. We found the transition latency of UFS to be close to
20μs, which is identical to the numbers presented in [12].
The CPU may automatically increase the core and uncore frequencies beyond its base frequency by monitoring heuristics based
on temperature, workload, and the number of idle cores. This is
referred to as turbo boost [17], and the frequencies can be increased
up to the max turbo frequency. However, AVX2 vectorized code uses
the AVX2 units that consume more power, which would exceed the
Thermal Design Power (TDP) if the CPU were running at its base
frequency. In such a scenario, requests for higher frequencies than
what can be guaranteed are ignored by the CPU. Table 1 shows the
different turbo frequencies with and without AVX2 for the CPU
used in our experiments. For the sake of reproducibility and correspondence between user-selected core and uncore frequencies, we
only operate within the boundaries of guaranteed frequencies.
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Reporting Energy-efficiency
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The appropriate metric for reporting energy efficiency in HPC is
a much-debated topic. Some researchers prefer to report energy
(Joules), while others prefer power (Watts). However, both are
static metrics that do not capture the energy-performance tradeoff. A widely used metric to assess both power and performance,
is the Energy Delay Product (ED n ) [11]. This metric relates the
energy product, E, with circuit delay, D, using the positive integer,
n. In simple terms, a lower EDP value indicates that power is more
efficiently converted into performance. The factor n indicates the
relative importance of performance. It is commonly set to either 1,
2 or 3. A higher value of n places more importance on performance.

Li et al. [22, 23] developed a runtime library to exploit regions
where Dynamic Concurrency Throttling or DVFS may be beneficial.
A selection of MPI+OpenMP applications from the NAS parallel
benchmark suite as well as two AMG based proxy applications
from the ASC Sequoia benchmark suite were chosen to evaluate
their approach. Other runtime libraries, such as the one by Cicotti
et al. [5], were also evaluated on proxy applications for energy
efficiency. In contrast to these approaches, we use dynamic tuning
of core and uncore frequencies, as well as threads to find the best
energy-performance tradeoff in a real-world HPC application. In
addition, our energy monitoring is conducted at a higher resolution.
This provides more accurate results and gives further insight into
the energy cost of HPC applications.

3

4

RELATED WORK

Energy-efficiency is a diverse field of research, ranging from powerreducing techniques for large data centers to analytical energy
models for scratchpad memory. We limit the discussion on autotuners or DVFS tuning in HPC systems, since our work focuses
on the energy-performance tradeoff applied to real-world HPC
applications.
Autotuners. Autotuning is applied extensively in compute intensive applications and libraries [40], but is also used in other
application domains [3]. We present the most recent and notable
autotuning frameworks and libraries.
Active Harmony [37] is an autotuning framework that provides a
domain-specific language (DSL) for tuning applications. It performs
both offline and online tuning [39], but requires modifications to
the source code. It is not clear whether DVFS-tuning is supported.
The Periscope Tuning Framework (PTF) [34] is a static autotuner
that supports user plugins to perform efficient tuning. It provides
a plugin to perform DVFS, and dynamic tuning is planned to be
introduced in the near future. The MATE [26] and ELASTIC [24]
autotuners are the only surveyed frameworks that perform dynamic
tuning, albeit limited to MPI processes. This is a more coarse grained
approach compared to what we propose.
Several multi-objective autotuners were proposed [1, 14, 21]. In
these systems, the user specifies multiple tuning objectives, such
as performance, energy, resource utilization, or time-to-solution.
To the best of our knowledge, none of the currently available autotuners supports multi-objective dynamic tuning using DVFS on
modern HPC clusters.
DVFS in HPC. Numerous studies investigated the use of DVFS in
an HPC context. Some focused on the different energy-performance
metrics [7], while others provided an analytical framework for
power-performance tradeoffs [4]. Many studies also explored the
prospect of power/energy profiling [9] and measurement[31]. The
following studies applied DVFS to one or more HPC applications
on large clusters.
Freeh et al. [8] studied the energy-time tradeoff in HPC by using
applications from the NAS parallel benchmark suite on ten nodes
consisting of single-core CPUs. They found that an increase of 3%
in runtime could reduce the CPU’s energy consumption by 20%
on a single node. However, it is not clear how this result would
translate to modern multi-core CPUs.

SEISMIC WAVE PROPAGATION

This section describes the computational building blocks governing
our application as well as key implementation details.

4.1

The Elastodynamic Wave Equation

The elastodynamic wave equation (1) and its source-term, fi , constitutes an important backbone in many computationally complex
applications, such as advanced 3D imaging and inversion of the
earth’s subsurface [27]. If we consider an isotropic elastic medium
(2), Ω ⊂ R3 , parameterized by the density, ρ, and the Lamé parameters λ and μ, then for any (x, t) ∈ (Ω,T ), where T is the time
interval, an elastic wave propagating in Ω is governed by the following elastodynamic wave equation
⎧
⎪
ρv = ∂x σx x + ∂y σxy + ∂z σx z + f x
⎪
⎨ x
⎪
ρvy = ∂x σxy + ∂y σyy + ∂z σyz + fy
⎪
⎪
⎪ ρvz = ∂x σx z + ∂y σyz + ∂z σzz + fz
⎩

(1)

⎧
σ x x = (λ + 2μ)∂x v x + λ(∂y vy + ∂z vz )
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪σyy = (λ + 2μ)∂y vy + λ(∂x v x + ∂z vz )
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎨σ zz = (λ + 2μ)∂z vz + λ(∂x v x + ∂y vy )
⎪

(2)
⎪
σyz = μ(∂y vz + ∂z vy )
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
σ x z = μ(∂x vz + ∂z v x )
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪σ = μ(∂ v + ∂ v )
x y
y x
⎩ xy
A much-used numerical framework used for computing elastic
waves is the staggered-grid explicit finite-difference method on a
3D Cartesian grid. Unlike others [6, 13], we employ a standard eightorder 16-point stencil for spatial approximations and a second-order
stencil for temporal approximations.

4.2

Multi-core Parallelization Using OpenMP

The main computational flow of the application can be divided
into two parts, as shown in Listing 1. For brevity, loops responsible
for initializing components, such as stress and velocity, are not
shown. However, first touch [38] was employed in these loops
to minimize performance problems associated with Non-Uniform
Memory Access.
The differentiators, as shown in (1), must be computed before
the computation of the velocity (vi ) and the stress field (σi j ) as
displayed in Listing 1. The kernels within a single iteration have
data dependencies, as well as a loop-carried dependency between
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f o r ( i n t i t = 0 ; i t < Nt ; i t + + ) {
f o r ( const auto& c o o r d i n a t e : c o o r d i n a t e s ) {
c o m p u t e _ v e l o c i t y ( vi ) ;
c o m p u t e _ s t r e s s ( σi j ) ;
}}

individual iterations. In total, 25 different kernels are computed
per iteration. Listing 2 displays the source-code for computing the
velocity in x direction. All kernels resemble typical stencil computations, making them amenable to shared-memory parallelization
using OpenMP [35, 36]. We apply the roofline model [41] to better
understand the performance bounds for the different kernels. This
requires the computation of the operational intensity (OI) by dividing the number of FLOPS by the number of bytes. The OI for the
differentiator kernels is 0.167, while it is 0.250 for the velocity and
stress fields. As three of the stress field kernels iterate over the same
memory region, they are fused in order to improve performance.
The respective OI is 0.286.
Our intuition for tuning this application is to decrease core frequency and increase uncore frequency for kernels with low OI,
and increase core frequency and decrease uncore frequency for
kernels with high OI. The challenge is to find the best tradeoff point
between energy efficiency and performance degradation. This requires careful tuning.
We chose three different input sizes for our wave propagation
application: 5123 (small), 7683 (medium), and 10243 (large). This
permits to highlight the energy-performance ratio as a function
of different input sizes. The medium size input was chosen due
to its poor memory alignment, which resulted in worse than expected performance for AVX2 vectorized code. All computations
are executed in single-precision as this is sufficient.
Figure 1 shows the runtimes of all kernels for the reference implementation when using 24 cores and the medium input size. The
slowest kernels compute along the z direction due to unfavorable
memory accesses, leading to large strides between loop iterations.

5

FINE-GRAINED DYNAMIC AUTOTUNING

Figure 1 does not show which system configuration provides the
best performance for the individual kernels, nor does it show the
best system configuration for a given tuning objective. In order to
make full use of the capabilities provided by DVFS, we need to tune
every kernel individually. Current static autotuners do not provide
us with that level of granularity, and even if they did, fined-grained
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dxb3

dzf

dxb2
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cvz
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dzb

dyb2

dyb3

dyb

csxy

dyf

csxz

dxb

dzf3

csyz

dxf

dzf2

0

dzb3

50

csxxsyyszz

Listing
2:
Source
code
for
computing
the
velocity in x direction. The same computation is repeated
for computations along the other directions.

250

dzb2

#pragma omp p a r a l l e l f o r n u m _ t h r e a d s ( n t h r e a d s )
for ( int k = 0 ; k < nz_ghost ; k ++) {
for ( int j = 0 ; j < ny_ghost ; j ++) {
for ( int i = 0 ; i < nx_ghost −1; i ++) {
vx [ k ] [ j ] [ i ] += d t ∗ ( 2 . 0 f / ( rho [ k ] [ j ] [ i ]
+ rho [ k ] [ j ] [ i + 1 ] ) ) ∗ ( d e l 1 [ k ] [ j ] [ i ]
+ del2 [k ][ j ][ i ] + del3 [k ][ j ][ i ]) ;
}}}

300

Time (milliseconds)

Listing 1: Pseudo code displaying the main computational
part of the application along the Cartesian coordinates.

OptEWE: Kernel Runtime Comparison (768 3 ), Threads=24

350

Kernel Name

Figure 1: The runtime distribution for each kernel for input
size 7683 involving all 24 threads.
autotuning alone is not enough. A runtime system that can apply
the best-found system configuration for each kernel is needed in
addition. To the best of our knowledge, there currently exists no
such tool chain with a full end-to-end pipeline.
To start addressing this issue, we have developed a custom tuning setup that lets us tune each individual kernel. Our approach
consists mainly of using C++ preprocessor directives, which encapsulate each kernel, allowing it to be tuned individually. In addition
to enabling hardware tuning inside each directive, we simultaneously record the runtime and the timestamp of each kernel. The
timestamp is later used as an offset into an FPGA based energy
measurement infrastructure, which is described in more details in
Section 6.
The use of C++ preprocessor directives means that we avoid
changing the actual code base, which is important since the application presented in this work is in daily production. It also lets
us conveniently access the different code versions by passing the
appropriate arguments at compile time.
For the actual tuning, we use a small bash script to traverse over
the required tuning vectors. The tuning results are then stored to
disk. Once the tuning has been completed, the resulting dataset is
fed to a Python post-processing tool, which acts as a recommendation system. The task of the Python tool is to automatically find
the best combination of threads, core and uncore frequency for
each individual kernel. In addition, it also computes the energyperformance trade-offs compared to other versions of the code.
Based on the user-selected tuning objective, the Python tool
generates the appropriate compile flags including the necessary
preprocessor directives. The code is then recompiled and the end
result is the dynamically tuned version of the code. The overall
workflow is depicted in Figure 2. Listing 3 displays the content
inside each individual preprocessor directive.
For experimental evaluation purposes, we created three versions
of the code which we refer to as: reference, static and dynamic. The
former version is simply the default production version of the code,
i.e. no autotuning is applied. When the reference implementation

Towards Fine-grained Dynamic Tuning of HPC Applications
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Kernel
dzb
cvz
dyf3
cvy
dxf
cvx
csxxsyyszz

Core [GHz]
1.5
1.5
1.3
2.5
1.2
1.4
1.8

Uncore [GHz]
2.2
2.5
1.8
2.1
2.1
1.9
1.7

# Threads
24
24
24
24
24
23
24

Table 2: The best system configurations found for the various kernels when the tuning objective is energy. Due to
space considerations, only system configurations for a selection of compute kernels in x, y and z directions from Figure 1
are shown.

Figure 2: The workflow of our current approach.

is executed using all 24 cores of the test system, the cores run at
2.5 GHz while the uncore frequency is 3.0 GHz.
Static refers to the statically tuned version of the code. For the
sake of completeness, static tuning was performed using an exhaustive search algorithm for the following three tuning vectors: core
frequency, uncore frequency and the number of OpenMP threads.
In the remainder of the paper, we will refer to different system
configurations using the following notation: core | uncore | thread.
Thus, 1.7|2.2|24, corresponds to a system configuration where the
core frequency is 1.7 GHz, uncore frequency is 2.2 GHz and the
number of threads is 24.
We also searched for better compiler flags than the flags used by
the reference version, but this search showed that the best compiler
flags, -O2 -qopenmp -ipo, were already being used by the reference
implementation.
In dynamic, i.e. the dynamically tuned version of the code, each
of the 25 compute kernels is tuned individually for the tuning
parameters mentioned above. Like static tuning, an exhaustive
search algorithm is used to find the best system configuration for
each kernel. The choice of the search algorithm is motivated by the
fact that it is easy to grasp. A better search algorithm would e.g.
rely on a domain-specific energy model such as the one described
in [2] that can predict the best combination of core and uncore
frequency for each kernel. Such a prediction would dramatically
reduce the search space to only a handful alternatives, which may
be found through testing or careful analysis.
Once the tuning process is completed, the recommendation system will pick the best system configuration for a given tuning
objective function. As an example, let us consider the case where
the tuning objective is ED2P. The recommendation system will
then pick the system configuration for each kernel with the lowest
ED2P number. The same procedure is used for the other tuning
objectives.
Moreover, in the dynamically tuned version, the best DVFS setting found is applied inside the main compute loop and for each
kernel, in contrast to the statically tuned version. When using static
tuning, the best-found DVFS settings are applied only once, which

is immediately after the application start. The total dynamic DVFS
overhead can be computed by multiplying the number of iterations
with the number of kernels and with the overhead for core and
uncore frequency scaling.
Table 2 shows an example of the best found system configurations used by the dynamically tuned version for the medium
problem size when the tuning objective function is energy. The best
static configuration was 1.7|2.3|24.
The same tuning procedure was repeated for the vectorized version of the code where AVX2 instructions are applied. The procedure is the same, except for the fact that the vectorized version also
uses the following compiler flags: -O3 -axCORE-AVX2. In the vectorized version the -O2 flag is discarded. Unlike the non-vectorized
version, the vectorized reference implementation runs at 2.1 and
2.8 GHz for core and uncore, respectively.

6

EXPERIMENTAL PLATFORM

For all our experiments, we use the Taurus [33] cluster which
is located at Technische Universität Dresden (TUD), Germany. A
large partition, consisting of 1456 homogeneous compute nodes, is
equipped with Haswell-EP CPUs. Table 3 provides a summary of a
Taurus compute node. For core and uncore clock frequencies, we
refer to Table 1.
Cluster
Processor
Architecture
Cores
Sockets
Base core clock freq. [GHz]
L3 cache/chip [MB]
Memory size [GB]
Peak DP [GFLOPs]
Peak BW [GB/s]
STREAM [GB/s]
Compiler
Thread layout

Taurus
Intel Xeon E5-2680v3
Haswell-EP
12
2
2.5
30
64
960
136
116
icpc 16.2.181
compact,fine

Table 3: Architectural overview of a Taurus compute node.
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7

# i f d e f CVX_NEMI
set_cpu_core_freq ( core_freq_setting ) ;
set_uncore_freq ( uncore_freq_setting ) ;
hdeem_tstart . time_since_epoch ( ) ;
c v x _ t i m e −= s t d : : c h r o n o : : h i g h _ r e s o l u t i o n _ c l o c k : : now ( ) ;
c o m p u t e _ v e l o c i t y ( vi ) ;
c v x _ t i m e += s t d : : c h r o n o : : h i g h _ r e s o l u t i o n _ c l o c k : : now ( ) ;
hdeem_tstop . time_since_epoch ( ) ;
# e n d i f CVX_NEMI

Listing 3: Example code demonstrating how the energy
usage for individual code regions were captured using
HDEEM. The same excerpt also shows how core and uncore
frequency were changed.

Because each compute node is directly water cooled, no electrical
power is used for cooling. This makes it easier to report precise energy results for an entire compute node. Furthermore, each compute
node is instrumented using the High Definition Energy Efficiency
Monitoring (HDEEM) infrastructure [15]. By equipping each compute node with an FPGA, the energy usage of various components
such as the CPUs, memory modules and the compute node itself
can be monitored without interrupting the CPU. The benefits of this
approach are many, but for our purpose, the two most important
features are high accuracy (a maximum error rate of 2% is reported)
and the ability to profile individual code regions with high spatial
and temporal granularity (1 kSa/s).
Another important feature of the Taurus cluster is the ability to
use DVFS in the Haswell-EP partition. We have used the low-level
x86_adapt [30] library for this purpose. Listing 3 displays how
x86_adapt and HDEEM was used for DVFS and energy instrumentation in our codes.
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Reference Implementation Performance

OptEWE: Performance Comparision
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1024 3

512 3
Mega Lattice Update Per Second [MLUPs]

Mega Lattice Update Per Second [MLUPs]

512 3

0

7.1

We start by presenting the performance of the reference implementation to establish a baseline, before presenting the result of the
statically and dynamically tuned implementations. We use Mega
Lattice Site Updates Per Second (MLUPs) as our performance metric
of choice. The number of MLUPs can be computed by multiplying
the number of grid points with the number of iterations divided by
the runtime in seconds.
Figures 3(a) and 3(b) show the performance scaling of the reference implementation as a function of the number of OpenMP
threads, with and without vectorization. As previously mentioned,
our application is inherently memory-bound, which explains the
increase in performance when the 12 core (single socket) boundary is crossed. The main benefit of an additional socket lies in the
additional memory channels it adds to the system, which result in

OptEWE: Performance Comparision

140

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section, we present experimental results for the following
three tuning objective functions: energy, EDP and ED2P. We do
not tune for runtime because finding a system configuration that
is better than the reference implementation for our application is
not possible. In other words, the highest performance is reached
when the application is executed with the highest core and uncore
frequency, in addition to the maximum number of threads.
While a full production run typically consists of 1000 or more
iterations, it is not necessary to run more than five iterations to
evaluate the tuning objective functions because the iterations have
essentially the same runtime. Since the number of iterations required for the production runs increases with problem size, the cost
of tuning becomes smaller in comparison. The results presented in
this section are based on five iterations. They measure the energy
consumption of the entire compute node, including CPU, DRAM,
storage, etc.
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Figure 3: The sustained performance results measured in MLUPs for the three model sizes with and without vectorization.
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higher memory bandwidth. We also observe that for all problem
sizes, the highest performance is achieved when all 24 cores are
used, and it appears that the memory bandwidth is never saturated.
This behavior is explained by the choice of thread affinity. We use
compact rather than scatter. A similar curve was observed when
running the well-known STREAM Triad benchmark [25].
Recall from Section 5 that the reference implementation operates
at 2.5 and 3.0 GHz for the non-vectorized version and 2.1 and 2.8
GHz for the vectorized version. We observe that despite running at
a lower frequency, all vectorized implementations deliver a similar
result as the non-vectorized versions.

7.2

Tuning for Energy

Figure 4(a) displays the results for the different problem sizes when
tuning for energy. Regardless of the approach or implementation
(vectorization/no-vectorization), both static and dynamic tuning
can save a considerable amount of energy compared to a highlyoptimized reference implementation. In Figure 4(a) (going from the
smallest to the largest problem size), the dynamically tuned version
consumes 20.35%, 24.28% and 21.28% less energy, with an increase in
runtime of 10.85%, 12.91% and 10.11%. For the vectorized version, the
dynamic version consumes 13.19%, 14.39% and 21.28% less energy,
with an increase of 9.16%, 9.32% and 18.49% in runtime compared to
the reference implementation. Moreover, in all cases, the statically
tuned version consumes, on average, 1.97% more energy, with an
increase of 3.56% in runtime compared to the dynamic version.
The reason why the dynamically tuned version can only beat the
statically tuned version with a small margin is simply due to the
high DVFS overhead. As previously mentioned, the advantage of the
statically tuned version is that DVFS is called only once, before the
main compute loop is executed. In the dynamically tuned version
however, the DVFS functions are placed inside the compute loop
and are called once for each kernel and in every iteration. Since we
know the DVFS overhead, we can exclude it from the runtime to
create an ideal scenario where the cost of DVFS is virtually free.
This version constitutes an upper bound on the potential energy
savings. By comparing the dynamically tuned version with the
ideal scenario, we observe that the DVFS overhead amounts to 1050%, depending on the kernel runtime and the position of switches
within the DVFS switching window. In practice, this means that for
the current Haswell-EP microarchitecture, performing DVFS for
kernels with a short runtime may not be worthwhile. We consider
the task of identifying exactly which kernels to tune as future work
and expect that this will increase the benefit of dynamic tuning.

7.3

Tuning for EDP

Figure 4(b) displays our EDP values for the various implementations and problem sizes. Compared to the EDP values of the nonvectorized reference implementation, the dynamically tuned version reduces the EDP values by 16.11%, 18.59%, and 16.78% when the
model size is 5123 , 7683 and 10243 , respectively. For the vectorized
implementation, the reduction in EDP is (going from small model
size to large) 9.24%, 9.98%, and 3.09%. On average, the dynamically
tuned version reduces the EDP by 4.23% for the non-vectorized
implementations and 4.45% for the vectorized implementations,
compared to the statically tuned version.
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We observe that for the largest model size, the best static tuning configuration is the same as the reference implementation if
the implementation is vectorized. This behavior is similar to the
one observed in Figure 4(a) for the same problem size. In general,
the spread among the system configurations for the vectorized
implementations is smaller compared to the non-vectorized implementations. This suggests that running kernels with suboptimal
system configurations for the vectorized implementation is costlier
than for the non-vectorized versions. The reason for this lies in
the fact that AVX2 operations tend to be more power hungry than
conventional instructions. However, because the dynamically tuned
version runs all kernels with the best system configuration, it reduces such energy spills, something the statically tuned version is
not capable of.

7.4

Tuning for ED2P

ED2P places more emphasis on performance than the EDP and
energy objectives. Figure 4(c) shows the ED2P values for the various implementations and problem sizes. For the non-vectorized
implementations, our ED2P values continue the same trend first
observed for the EDP figures, except that the difference between
the dynamically tuned versions and the statically tuned versions
are now larger. The explanation for this is simply because the bestfound static system configuration is very close or identical to the
reference implementation. Although the same situation applies to
the dynamically tuned versions too, there are some kernels that
favor a different system configuration than the default.
The reduction in ED2P is 13.51%, 15.40%, and 14.00%, when comparing the dynamically tuned version to the reference implementation. Moreover, the dynamically tuned version reduces the ED2P
values on average by 6.42% compared to the statically tuned version.
For the vectorized implementations, the dynamically tuned version reduces the ED2P values by 7.15%, 15.40% and 2.12%. Compared
to the statically tuned version, the dynamically tuned version reduces the ED2P values by 4.87%, which is more than the reduction
for the other two objective functions.

7.5

Tuning for Multiple Nodes

The focal point of our work is on dynamic tuning for a single
node even though the presented application was designed with
multiple nodes in mind. The understanding gained for a single
node is required in order to tackle the increased complexity of
analyzing multi-node codes due to multiple processes and their
communication.
We foresee that the introduction of multiple processes impacts
our work in two important ways. First, unlike core frequency scaling, where each individual core runs at a separate frequency, uncore
frequency scaling can be performed only on a per-socket basis. This
means that a multi-node implementation of our code should preferably be based on the hybrid MPI+OpenMP programming model.
Moreover, in order to avoid race-conditions with respect to applying the dynamic settings, the application should be launched using
only a single MPI process per node. Only a single thread within
each process should be responsible for applying DVFS settings.
Other researchers developed generic frameworks for multi-node
tuning [24] that rely on the use of agents to coordinate the tuning
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Figure 4: Tuning results for the entire compute node with varying problem size. The figures on the top represent results when
the tuning objective is energy, the figures in the middle, EDP, while the figures displays EDP2 results.
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process. Typically, an additional compute node is allocated for the
agent. However, we plan to implement a domain-specific approach
where the load-imbalance between MPI processes located on the
boundary of the partitioned domain as well as the center of the
domain is exploited.
Processes located on the boundaries have a much lighter workload, while processes located at the domain center compute a bigger
fraction of the global domain. This means that application performance is dominated by processes from the domain center, and the
reduction of core and uncore for the boundary processes could
potentially conserve energy.

8

CONCLUSION

Energy conservation remains a key challenge, both in today’s supercomputing landscape and with respect to future systems. Luckily,
with the increasing proliferation of user-controllable hardware
switches such as dynamic voltage, core, and uncore frequency scaling on modern multi-core architectures, programmers can now
tune their application for improved energy-efficiency.
So far, existing tools generally rely on static tuning, with the ultimate goal of finding a "one system configuration fits all" approach.
However, we believe that the drawback of such a coarse-grained
approach is that it fails to take rapidly changing computational
behavior of an application into account. Instead, we advocate for a
more fine-grained approach were each individual kernel is tuned
and all kernels are executed with the best possible settings.
We have developed a custom dynamic tuning setup that automatically finds the best system configuration for different compute
kernels by executing a small number of trial runs. Once the different configurations have been tested, the recommendation system
suggest the best settings for the different kernels. The suggestions
are determined based on a user-specified objective function, and
can therefore change depending on the requirements. Next, the
application is recompiled so that the suggested system configurations are mapped to their corresponding kernels at runtime. The
end result is a dynamically tuned application that is ready to enter
production using energy-conscious system configuration settings.
In order to quantify the impact of our tuning framework with
respect to energy-performance, we have applied it to two versions
of a long-running seismic wave simulator. In one version, the code
is vectorized, and in the other version the code is not vectorized.
Depending on the model size, our overall results show energy
saving of up to 20% at the cost of at most 3.5% loss in performance
compared to the corresponding reference implementation.
So far, many performance programmers targeting multi-core
architectures have been advised to vectorize their code for increased
performance and energy-efficiency. Although this advice still holds,
we have demonstrated that it is possible to unlock new levels of
energy-efficiency using a more fine-grained tuning. Because AVX2
instructions are more energy-hungry, running the application with
a suboptimal system configuration proves to be costlier compared
to the non-vectorized version.
Based on that, there are several different directions for future
work. One direction is to automatically identify kernels that should
not be tuned. Here, we plan to use a tool that performs a series of
analysis to evaluate the operational intensity for different kernels
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and their runtime. Performing DVFS is associated with an overhead,
and this overhead must be taken into consideration so that we only
tune and perform DVFS on kernels that contribute substantially to
the overall performance-energy ratio. Moreover, the encouraging
results motivates development of a tool suite to fully automate the
entire workflow. This is in line with work currently being pursued
in the READEX project [32]. We believe that with the aid of this
tool, we can more easily extend our current approach to other
applications and architectures.
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A ARTIFACT DESCRIPTION APPENDIX
A.1 Abstract
The work presented in this paper describes a series of energyefficiency techniques applied to a real-world seismic wave propagation application. The artifacts associated with this work comprise
the source code of the seismic wave propagation, the result datasets
and a post-processing tool. The post-processing tool is used for
computing energy-performance tradeoffs and detecting the best
system configuration for a given problem size and implementation.

A.2

Description

A.2.1

Check-list (artifact meta information).

• Algorithm: The paper details a seismic wave propagation application which consists of 25 different kernels. It solves the elastodynamic wave equation over a 3D Cartesian grid. C++ pre-processor
directives are used to tune the application. The post-processing
tool is used to find best system configuration for a given tuning
objective. The best configuration reported by the tool is used to execute the application. The free and open-source x86_adapt library
is used to perform dynamic core and uncore frequency scaling on
Intel Xeon processors. The system was tested on processors based
on the Haswell microarchitecture.
• Program: Optimized Elastic Wave Equation (OptEWE) parallelized using the OpenMP programming model. Source code available online.
• Compilation: Intel C/C++ compiler version (version 16.2.181
tested) and the linking of the x86_adapt library. The following
compiler flags were used for the non-AVX2 version of the code:
-std=c++14 -Wall -O2 -qopenmp -ipo and -std=c++14 -Wall
-O3 -axCORE-AVX2 -qopenmp -ipo was used for the AVX2 vectorized version of the code. Use the designated batch scripts located
in the batch directory to compile and launch the application.
• Binary: Standard single C++ executable for x86 multi-core CPUs
compiled from the sources using GNU Make.
• Data set: The application itself does not require any data set to run,
but the tuning process itself will output raw text files containing
tuning results.
• Run-time environment: Any Linux based operating system
with support for Intel core and uncore definitions compiled with
x86_adapt kernel module support.
• Hardware: Any Intel Xeon EP CPU based on the Haswell microarchitecture or newer (2xIntel Xeon E5-2680v3 for the tests)
and a high-resolution energy measurement infrastructure.
• Execution: ./optewe-mp Nx Ny Nz number-of-iterations
• Output: Text file reporting runtime for each kernel, the entire
application and the problem size in different dimensions and performance throughput quantified as Mega Lattice Updates Per Second.
• Experiment workflow: clone the project using git, compile
the application from the sources using the GNU Makefile, run the
application using the bash scripts attached, use the post-processing
tool to detect better system configurations, use the recommended
system configuration to re-run the application with better system
configurations.
• Experiment customization: number of OpenMP threads, core
frequency and uncore frequency.
• Publicly available?: Yes

A.2.2 How software can be obtained. The complete set of artifacts can be found in the OptEWE open source project hosted on
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Github. Please visit: https://github.com/mohamso/optewe for
more details. The mentioned git repository contains the application
itself, the result dataset and its companion post-processing tool
plus detailed instructions on how to build and run the application
from the sources.
A.2.3 Hardware dependencies. For complete reproducibility, we
recommend that Intel’s Xeon EP series of CPUs based on the Intel
Haswell microarchitecture or newer is used. It is recommended that
Intel HyperThreading is disabled on the CPU(s). Our experiments
utilize the HDEEM infrastructure for energy measurements. Although not tested, other measurement infrastructure such as Intel
RAPL can be used.
A.2.4 Software dependencies. The OptEWE application requires
a C++11 compliant compiler. Any compiler supporting this standard works, however, for adequate reproducibility, the Intel C/C++
compiler suite version 16.2.1.81 or newer is recommended. The
x86_adapt library must be installed according to the documentation
found on its associated Github web site. The post-processing tool
requires Python version 2.6, Pandas Data Analysis library version
1.19 and Seaborn visualization library version 0.7.1 or newer. All
artifacts have been tested on a recent version of Red Hat Enterprise
Linux Server release 6.9 (kernel version 2.6.32-x86_64) but it is
expected that it should work on all recent Linux distributions.
A.2.5 Datasets. The result of the autotuning can be found in
the data directory. Use the shell scripts located in this directory to
execute the scripts for the example model size used in the paper.

A.3

Installation

To install OptEWE, use git to clone the optewe repository from
Github on your target machine:
$ git clone https://github.com/mohamso/optewe
$ cd code
Make sure that all required software dependencies are met. Next,
use GNU Make to compile and build the code from the sources:
$ make clean
$ make
Upon successful build, an executable binary will be created in
a directory called bin. To execute the code with a problem size of
5123 , using five iterations and 24 threads, type the following:
$ cd bin
$ ./optewe-mp 512 512 512 5 24 2
The last number indicates the source type. The source type represents the type of stress exhibited by the stress source. Valid source
type values are 1 (stress monopole), 2 (force monopole) and 3 (force
dipole). Experiments presented in the paper used force monopole.

A.4

Experiment workflow

Three versions of the code are presented in the paper: reference,
static and dynamic. In the first step of the workflow, exhaustive
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search is used to tune the application. Next, the post-processing
tools is used to find the best system configuration for the statically
tuned and the dynamically tuned versions. Based on the result of
the tuning, the post-processing tool will also generate the plots
presented in the paper. It is sufficient to perform one exhaustive
search per problem size in order to find the best static and dynamic
system configurations. To tune the application using exhaustive
search, do the following:
cd batch
$ sh static_wrapper.sh
Please note that depending on the problem size, the tuning process
might take a while. It is thus recommended to keep the number
of iterations low and limit the scope of number of threads. For
example, on the tested dual-socket 12-core system, the minimum
thread count for any tuning objective was never below 8 threads.
Once the tuning process is complete, the post-processing tool can
be used to find better system configurations. This can be done as
follows:
cd results
sh create_all.sh

A.5

Evaluation and expected result

The expected results from the post-processing tool include a table
that shows the best-found system configuration for each kernel.
Moreover, it also contains tradeoff computations between the dynamically tuned, the statically tuned, and the reference versions.

A.6

Notes

For errata, bug-fixes and updated instructions, please visit the code
web page: https://github.com/mohamso/optewe.
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